
Bain Marie trolley Metos
Luna BM 800x650x900

The Bain Marie trolley Metos Luna BM is self-service unit
equipped with wheels. In the standard model, two of the four
wheels can be locked. The food distribution units can be used
either alone or they can be used to build a self-service line
suitable for the customer's individual needs. At its best, the
flexibility of the model comes out in customer-specific solutions,
for which the modularity gives numerous possibilities. 

The Bain Marie trolley has S/S tray slides with a width of
250mm. The upper part is stainless steel with LED light, which
illuminates the food from above. The depth of the bain marie is
160 mm and maximum teperature is 90°C. The rounded inner
corners of the GN-1/1 dimensioned basins make cleaning
easier. The high-pressure laminate liners are standard in gray
F7912 color. A connecting piece with which the units can be
connected to each other is included in the delivery. 

- Seamless cover and rounded inner corners of the basin,
depth 160mm 
- maximum temperature of the bain marie 90°C 
- Leveled tray levels 250mm, both sides of the unit 
- Durable stainless steel frame, lining plates high-pressure
laminate, Standard color: gray F7912 
- The edge band is neutral gray color 
- Light-running wheels, two of which are lockable, standard
diameter 125mm 
- The furniture has doors for easy access to the switches 
- Drained basin; basin-specific drain valve 
- Connecting piece for connecting units together 
- Stainless steel top shelf, with a LED light underneath 
- Tempered glass sneeze guard on both
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Bain Marie trolley Metos Luna BM 800x650x900

Product capacity 2xGN1/1

Item width mm 800

Item depth mm 650/1150

Item height mm 900/1280

Package volume 0.774

Unit of volume m3

Package volume 0.774 m3

Package length 85

Package width 70

Package height 130

Package unit of dimension cm

Package dimensions (LxWxH) 85x70x130 cm

Net weight 95

Net weight 95 kg

Gross weight 105

Package weight 105 kg

Unit of weight kg

Connection power kW 1.12

Fuse Size A 16

Connection voltage V 230

Number of phases 1NPE

Frequency Hz 50/60

Startup current A 4.86

Protection rating (IP) 43

Function warm

GN size 2xGN1/1 160

Power range kW 1.1

Lighting LED

Upper part with upper part
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